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PROGRAM 
Master of Ceremonies 

Ann Hanna, STANSW Young Scientist Awards Coordinator 

Welcome Address 
Associate Professor Rodney Vickers, University of Wollongong 

Multimedia Presentation of the ISEF 2017 trip to Los Angeles 

           Produced by Ian Fairhurst, 2017 ISEF chaperone 

Interview with ISEF 2017 1st Place Grand Award Recipient 

           Stuart Garth interviewing Macinley Butson 

Presentation of STANSW Scientific Investigations Awards  

Presentation of IIATE Models and Innovation Awards 

Presentation of MANSW Working Mathematically Awards 

Message from NESA Inspector, Science  
Kerry Sheehan 

Presentation of STANSW Most Promising Awards  

Keynote Address 
Professor Anna Moore, AITC Director Mt Stromlo  

Presentation of Sponsored Awards Part I 
Message from a Sponsor  

Peter Bowditch, Australian Skeptics 

Presentation of Sponsored Awards Part II  
Announcement of Rural Young Scientist Awards 

Message from our Principal Sponsor, Sebel Furniture  
Trevor Vyner (CEO) 

Announcement of Grand Awards 
Dagmar Arthur McCloughan, ISEF Panel Judging Chair  

Closing address 
Vatche Ansourian, Vice-President, Science Teachers’ Association of NSW 
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        MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT 
 
Every NSW student who designed and conducted       
research for the STANSW Young Scientist Awards is        
with us here in spirit tonight. We all know that every           
child is born with a thirst for knowledge and every          
parent/carer, grandparent, teacher and school     
celebrate with these students tonight who have been        
successful in winning a prize in their division at the          
2017 STANSW Young Scientist Awards. 
 
This year we have a record 109 finalists, 13 more than our previous best              
set last year. We have 57 primary and 52 secondary finalists and 58% of              
all prizes have been won by girls. It will be a good day when there is                
equity across genders. These winning students have achieved success         
because they see the value of hard work, the value of failing in order to               
learn and the value of knowing and understanding the world around           
them. This increase in finalists is a direct consequence of the wonderful            
sponsors of the STANSW Young Scientist Awards. Thank you for your           
foresight and wisdom in investing in our young people. 
 
We are delighted that the three professional teacher associations         
representing STEM education in NSW, are collaborating together for the          
second year under the umbrella of the STANSW Young Scientist Awards.           
These three disciplines are interdependent as science research involves         
rigorous mathematical analysis of the data obtained, some form of          
real-world application of the results found, often the building of a model            
or pilot and also requires information and communication technology.  
 
Many congratulations go to all the award winners tonight. We hope that            
we see you enter again in 2018. 
 
Margaret Shepherd 
President, Science Teachers’ Association of New South Wales 
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STANSW Young Scientist Awards Committee 

Ann Hanna (Coordinator) 
Brian Barter (IIATE Council) 

Suzanne Berry (MANSW Council) 
Anjali Chandrasekar-Rao 

James Cleaver 
Lauren DiMarco 

Ellie Downing 
Ian Fairhurst 
Firth Garth 

Stuart Garth 
Cindy Gunawan 

Edwina Hine 
Michele Mawer 
Philippa Miller 

Elizabeth O'Connor 
Julie Rogers (STANSW Council) 

Maree Woods (STANSW Council) 
 

The STANSW Young Scientist Committee is a group of dedicated volunteers who            
meet monthly to plan Young Scientist activities and develop fresh STEM           
strategies for supporting NSW teachers; fostering innovation and creativity. 

ISEF Judging Panel 

Dagmar Arthur McCloughan (Chair) 
Dr Melissa Thompson 

Associate Professor Kerry Hitos 
 

The ISEF Panel is an independent judging panel, who review the top 12-15             
projects and select the STANSW Young Scientist of the Year and the finalists for              
the Intel International Science and Engineering Fair. 
 

4.  

 MESSAGE FROM THE COORDINATOR 
 

Well it has certainly been a whirlwind year as the          
STANSW Young Scientist Awards continue to expand at an         
exponential rate. As the new coordinator for 2017, I came          
on board with the anticipation that this was a year for           
consolidation of the amazing leaps taken last year that         
had propelled us into the limelight as a fully STEM          
competition and the only one of its kind in Australia. 
 
Consolidate we did, and our ISEF team dazzled on the          
international stage with our highest ever performances in Los Angeles earlier           
this year (see p.6). We continue to be deeply appreciative of the ongoing             
support of our Principal Sponsor Sebel who, in conjunction with the Intel            
Foundation, Broadcom Foundation and the Department of Industry,        
Innovation and Science, have facilitated such achievements. 
 
But 2017 had more in store as we launched the STANSW Rural Young             
Scientist Awards, thanks to a generous donation by a philanthropist with a            
passion for STEM Education. This brand new Awards category will foster the            
development of STEM research by students in Rural areas and will reward            
teachers who have led the implementation of scientific research in their           
school or region leading for the first time to an exclusively Rural ISEF             
delegation in 2018! 
 
Tonight is the culmination of an incredible year of achievements by NSW            
students and the highlight of our annual Young Scientist calendar. I hope you             
leave tonight inspired and excited by the ever-increasing standard of projects           
and the range of real world problems our brilliant young scientists have            
aimed to address. On behalf of the STANSW Young Scientist Committee, it is             
my pleasure to welcome you to this year’s Awards.  
 

Ann Hanna 
STANSW Young Scientist Awards Coordinator, 2017 
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 Thursday, 26 May 2017 

 

STEM GIRLS REACH NEW HEIGHTS ON 

INTERNATIONAL STAGE 

The STANSW Young Scientist team have just recorded their best ever           
performance at the Intel International Science and Engineering Fair (ISEF), held           
in Los Angeles, May 14-19. The Science Teachers' Association of NSW (STANSW)            
has been sending teams to ISEF, the ‘Olympics’ of school science and            
engineering fairs since 1999. 

Each year, more than 7 million high school students around the globe develop             
original research projects and present their work at local, regional, state, and            
national competitions in a bid to compete for more than US $5 million in awards               
and scholarships at ISEF, the largest school science fair in the world.  
 

6. 

1778 students from 78 countries participated at ISEF 2017, with 440 (24.7%)            
winning Grand Awards, presented to 1st to 4th placegetters in each of their             
respective categories. 
 
Last year was the our Young Scientist team’s previous best performance with            
four 4th place Grand Award prizes and one Special Award. This year, the all-girls              
team raised the bar even higher receiving one Special Award, one 4th place             
Grand Award, two 3rd place Grand Awards and one 1st place Grand Award.  
 
The 1st place Grand Award went to Macinley Butson (far left) from The Illawarra              
Grammar School for her radiation shielding device for breast screening patients.           
Macinley also received the honour of having an asteroid named after her. The             
3rd place Grand Award winners were Rebekah Kang (third from left) from PLC             
Sydney and Mary-Anne Poyitt (far right) from Redeemer Baptist School. Jade           
Moxey (third form right) from Sapphire Coast Anglican School won the 4th place             
Grand Award and Eleanor Lawton-Wade (centre) from PLC Sydney won a US            
$1000 Special Award for her project exploring the chemical and biological           
changes that could occur to freshwater ecosystems as temperatures rise due to            
global warming. 
  
Young Scientist ISEF Team Director, Stuart Garth, described the all-girls team as            
“pioneers and ambassadors for the new and exciting wave of STEM students in             
NSW”. Of Maddison King’s (second from right) project from Meriden School,           
Stuart exclaimed “Maddison’s HSC Design and Technology project ‘Clever Girl’          
received huge public interest in Los Angeles with both CNN and Science News             
featuring her innovative rip-detecting device”.  
 
NESA Science Inspector, Kerry Sheehan, praised their achievement. "It is          
wonderful to see our talented and innovative young students being celebrated           
like this. I hope this international endorsement of their work will give other             
budding NSW scientists confidence to pursue their passion." 
 
With the respective professional teachers’ associations for Mathematics        
(MANSW) and Technology (IIATE), joining forces with Science (STANSW) in the  
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promotion of the Working Mathematically, Working Technologically and        
Working Scientifically categories of the 2017 STANSW Young Scientist Awards,          
the future of STEM education in NSW is looking bright. 
 
Further information about the STANSW Young Scientist Awards scheme can be           
found on their website or contact their email address. 
 
For more information, contact: 
Kerry Sheehan  
Inspector, Science  
kerry.sheehan@nesa.nsw.edu.au   
(02) 9367 8144 
 

ISEF team making a thank you “Sebel” silhouette outside Griffith Observatory, 
Los Angeles 

 
  8. 

 

STEM Professional Teacher Associations 
collaborate to promote inquiry learning 

 
Once again, the respective professional teacher associations that 
represent STEM education in NSW  collaborated together this year with the 
common purpose of inspiring inquiry-based learning in Science, Technology, 
Engineering Studies and Mathematics classes across NSW. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
In the Science Teachers’ Association of New South Wales  
“STANSW Scientific Investigation Awards”, projects were 
assessed on the level of Working Scientifically outcomes 
achieved. 

In the Institute of Industrial Arts Technology 
Education‘s “IIATE Models and Innovation 
Awards”, projects were assessed on the level of 
the Working Technologically outcomes that had 
been achieved. 

In the Mathematical Association of NSW’s 
“MANSW Working Mathematically Awards”, 
projects were assessed on the extent that 
the investigation or innovation incorporated the 

components of Working Mathematically 
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http://www.youngscientist.com.au/
mailto:kerry.sheehan@nesa.nsw.edu.au
http://www.stansw.asn.au/
http://www.youngscientist.com.au/?page_id=2406
http://www.iiate.asn.au/about-us/
http://www.iiate.asn.au/about-us/
http://www.youngscientist.com.au/?page_id=2409
https://www.mansw.nsw.edu.au/
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10. 

Presentations Part 1: Category Awards 
 

STANSW Scientific Investigations K-2 
 
Tristan Humphrey, Carlingford Public School, Can you kill a usb drive with            
static electricity?  

Tristan investigated whether it was possible to break a USB drive with static             
electricity from clothes, or other sources around the home. He found that the             
static electricity found in normal life is very unlikely to break a USB drive. He               
noted that you can feel confident that any stored data on a USB drive in your                
pocket will still be there – even if it gets zapped when you take your jumper off! 
 
Oscar Fairhurst, Knox Grammar Preparatory School, Worms Like to Live in The 
Dark 

Oscar investigated where worms preferred to live. He found that when worms            
were placed on the ground they moved to the shade rather than the sun. He               
concluded that worms prefer to live in the dark.  
 
Scott Manley, St John Bosco Catholic Primary School Engadine, How can I go             
faster on my Skis?  

Scott investigated how he could go faster on his skis. He found out that when he                
skied on the edges of his skis he could go faster than when he skied on the flat                  
of his skis. He concluded this was because there is less surface area on the               
ground when skiing on edges which means less friction. 
 
Sam McCutcheon, St John Bosco Catholic Primary School Engadine, Weight 
Loss of Chickens Eggs Over Time 

The aim of Sam’s investigation was to find out if chicken eggs lose weight over               
time? He also wanted to find out if this was the case do different types of                
chicken eggs lose weight differently? He found that cage free eggs lost almost             
the same weight as the backyard eggs and less weight than the caged eggs. 
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STANSW Scientific Investigations K-2 
 
Will McKenzie, Dubbo South Public School, How Pointy is your Rocket's Nose?  

Will investigated if changing the shape of a rocket's nose cone could make it fly               
further. In his investigation he found that the shape of the nose cone did not               
affect how far a rocket would fly.  

Hannah Yap, Abbotsleigh Junior School, Do Aussie Artists Make Or Break           
Mathematical Rules  

Hannah’s aim was to investigate the use of the Golden Mean and the Rule of               
Thirds in the composition of Archibald finalist’s portraits. She found that the            
Rule of Thirds (14 out of 43) was followed much more often than the Golden               
Mean (3/43). She would like to try using some of the composition rules in her               
own artworks.  

 

STANSW Scientific Investigations 3-6 
 
Noa Blum, Saskia O'Connell and Charlotte So, Drummoyne Public School, The           
Beanbag Project  

This project was started with the goal of using the knowledge found to help              
people fill bean bags to their comfort while using the minimal number of beans              
to achieve the best environmental outcome. They found that, in general, people            
could reduce the amount of beans in a beanbag by 50 litres less than the               
recommended amount. 

Bridie Brennan, Josie Burrowes and Alex Lawrence, Mona Vale, What is the            
reason for the gender imbalance in the Northern Beaches OC class?  

Bridie, Josie and Alex wondered why there were approximately 2.5-3 boys for            
every girl in the class. They surveyed a number of students to find out whether               
one gender was less confident than the other. The results of their survey found              
no  difference in the level of confidence between boys and girls. 
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STANSW Scientific Investigations 3-6 
 
Kyle George, Cate Horsfall and Kate Nicholl,Gib Gate, Fabulous Fabrics - Effect            
of Fabric on Rate of Water Absorption  

The aim of Kyle, Cate and Kate’s experiment was to investigate and determine             
what fabric was the best to travel in wet weather. They wanted to find out this                
information because it can become very unpleasant if travelling or hiking in the             
outdoors, when clothing gets wet. They concluded that cotton is the most            
water resistant fabric for travelling. 

Sria Gurie, Asmita Kaur and Ashley Uidam, Crestwood PS, Who Reacts Faster, 
Children or Adults? 

The purpose of Sria, Asmita and Ashley’s scientific investigation was to           
determine who reacts faster, children or adults. After analysing their results,           
they found there was a negligible difference between the average reaction           
times of children and adults. 

Josh Hayes and Lexie Jones, St. Brigid's Gwynneville, Does Compost, Fertilizer           
and Manure Really Matter?  

The aim of this project was to investigate if different types of compost, fertilizer              
and manure made a difference to the growth of plants? The results clearly             
showed that compost, fertilizer and manure make an excellent addition to your            
soil and really do matter if you want to grow healthy plants.  

Nicholas Hubbard, Castle Cove Public School, Does fabric softener make 
sleepwear more flammable?  

The aim of this investigation was to determine if fabric softener makes fabric             
more prone to catching on fire. Using extensive testing, Nicholas found that            
there was a very significant difference between the fabric not washed with            
fabric softener to the fabric that was washed in softener. Fabric with fabric             
softener  burned on average 20s faster! 
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STANSW Scientific Investigations 3-6 

Philippa Kennard, Oatley West Public School, Discovering Whether Different 
Suburbs Prefer Different Breeds of Dogs  

Philippa emailed 128 councils in NSW and asked for a list of all the different               
breeds in their area to find out whether different suburbs prefer different            
breeds of dogs. Her theory of there being bigger dogs further away from the city               
and little dogs closer to the city was mostly correct because there were lots of               
Maltese and Poodles near the city and lots of Cattle Dogs and Kelpies further              
away.  

Mia Harrison, Castle Cove Public School, What lamination pattern makes          
planks the strongest?  

The aim of this investigation was to determine which laminated pattern of 
paddle pop sticks made the strongest plank thus making  a  ‘better plywood’. 
Mia found that plywood planks with the fibres running vertically are much 
stronger than planks with fibres running perpendicular to each other or 
diagonally. 

Akira Naumovski and Kazuma Phillips, Wollongong Public School, Powering the 
world with sugar  

The aim of Akira and Kazuma’s investigation was to determine which type of             
sugar would produce the most ethanol when combined with Instant Dried Yeast.            
They found coconut sugar produced the most CO2 and therefore ethanol. They            
concluded that coconuts could be an awesome source of power.  

Gus Opie, Castle Cove Public School, The right environment for biodegradable           
plastic bags  

Gus investigated which environment was best for biodegradable and degradable          
plastic bags to degrade the fastest. This investigation showed that          
biodegradable and degradable plastics degrade faster in different soils.         
Biodegradable bags degraded the most in a cow manure mix and degradable            
bags degraded fastest in potting mix. 

14. 

STANSW Scientific Investigations 3-6 

Rohan Rainier, Castle Cove Public School, Effect of distractions on reaction           
times  

The goal of this project was to see how much people’s reaction time was              
affected when they were distracted. Rohan found distractions made everyone’s          
reaction time slower and this was consistent across all ages. 

Emma Wood, Castle Cove Public School, Sleep v/s Preheat: Is preheating a            
thermos worth the effort?  

Emma wanted to establish whether preheating a thermos would impact the           
temperature of the contents and for how long a thermos should be preheated             
to achieve ideal warmth. She found preheating a thermos for a longer time             
period did not make a difference and concluded that five minutes was sufficient. 

Judges double marking some of the 650 online entries 
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Biology 7-9 
 
1st: Jonathan Woodcock, Shore School, The impact of reward in a game on an              
individual's likelihood to lie 
 
Lying is widely accepted as an unethical practice and many have been taught             
that it is wrong to lie from an early age. Yet lying still persists in human society.                 
Jonathan investigated the likelihood of an individual to lie by recording           
responses to a simple game. When analysing his data, he took into account a              
wide range of family, age, gender, intellect and social factors. In particular,            
Jonathan found that individuals were more likely to lie in order to receive a              
reward. 
 
 
2nd:  Maria Mangoulias, Sydney Girls High School, I Spy E. coli  
 
Australians love the beach and cooling off in the waves on a hot summer’s day.               
But what is really in the water we are swimming in? Maria surveyed the waters               
of the Parramatta River, Sydney Harbour, the beaches in the eastern suburbs,            
Botany Bay and the Georges River. She was looking for Escherichia coli (E. coli)              
bacteria, whose presence indicates contamination by sewage or animal faeces.          
She found that the greatest E. coli contamination occurred on the eastern            
beaches, possibly due to the offshore sewage outfalls just 3 kilometres away. 

 
3rd: Clare Spicer, Meriden School, The effect of spices on bacterial growth 
 
In the light of antibiotic resistance and the push towards organic solutions, many             
advocate the use of herbs and spices as natural antimicrobial agents. Clare            
wanted to test these claims in garlic, rosemary, cinnamon and salt. Whilst salt             
and garlic both reduced the number of bacteria, cinnamon and rosemary did            
not. Additionally, Clare discovered that the different spices, instead of simply           
prohibiting bacteria, each favoured the growth of different species of bacteria. 

 

16. 

Biology 10-12 
 
1st: Gilana Behan, Redeemer Baptist School, Are Butterfly Pupae Scared of 
Heights?  
 
Acrophobia or just a discomfort with heights is not uncommon but could height             
impact the prevalence of butterfly pupae too? Gilana conducted a fascinating           
survey into the distribution of the mutualistic butterfly Jalmenus evagoras in an            
area of bushland along a creek on her school property to determine if the pupa               
of the butterfly was exclusively found on shorter wattle trees. Studying the            
relationship between the butterfly pupae, ants and sap-sucking insects Gilana          
found that height did in fact affect the distribution of the butterfly pupae. 

2nd: Miriam Poyitt, Redeemer Baptist School, Flavour Fix - enhancing quality           
of life for enteral feeding patients  
 
Meaningful research often comes out of personal connections and needs.          
Miriam’s research was inspired by a close relative with a chronic disease that             
precludes oral nutrition, requiring a feeding tube to bypass the stomach. Miriam            
explained that her relative missed the experience of eating and researched a            
palatable food gel that could provide taste and texture sensations and restore            
the joy of eating, without causing damage to delicate digestive systems. 

3rd: Taylor Chan, PLC Sydney, Going Green as You Clean - comparing the 
effects of eco-friendly detergents and conventional detergents on marine 
organisms  
 
Household dishwashing detergents find their way into water systems, 
potentially harming marine organisms. Taylor investigated claims by certain 
brands of detergents that they were eco-friendly. By studying the effects of 
detergents on phytoplankton populations, Taylor found no significant difference 
between eco-friendly and conventional detergents. Taylor proposes that further 
studies are required with larger sample sizes. 
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Chemistry 7-9 
 
1st: Freja Newman, Meriden School, Nitrate, phosphate and pH levels in           
Sydney waters  
 
Freja investigated whether harmful chemicals (such as nitrates, phosphates, 
acidic/alkali substances etc.) that disrupt the aquatic ecosystems of Sydney’s 
harbours and beaches, enter the ocean through the rainwater drainage pipes. 
Her extensive water testing did indicate that there is higher concentration of the 
nitrates, phosphates etc nearer to rainwater outlets that drain into the ocean in 
several locations.  
 

2nd: Justin Cheung, Angel Senthilnathan and Calvin Xu, Fort Street High           
School, The effect of different pill coatings on the time taken for paracetamol             
to dissolve in the digestive tract  
 
This group project mimicked the digestive tract to investigate the dissolution           
rates of paracetamol pills with different coatings. Using a simple but sound            
methodology they not only investigated the dissolution rates but they          
demonstrated that while uncoated and film-coated tablets and caplets do          
dissolve more quickly, it is the soft and hard gel capsules that prove to provide               
more effective relief, as more of the drug is available for absorption by the time               
it reaches the small intestine - increasing the bioavailability of the drug. 
 

3rd: Rayanne Haidar, Sydney Girls High School, Can natural plant debris purify            
our drinking water?  
 
Rayanne’s investigation compared carbonised natural organic debris materials        
against the common commercial adsorbent, activated carbon, and tested their          
ability to adsorb pollutants from our drinking water. Thorough investigations          
showed carbonised mango leaves can potentially absorb up to nine times the            
tested pollutants when compared to commercially available activated carbon.         
Pine needles and Bottlebrush also proved effective in removing pollutants from           
drinking water.  
 

18. 

Chemistry 10-12 
 
1st: Aniruddh Chennapragada, James Ruse Agricultural High School,        
Investigating the Carbonisation and Activation of Banana Peels for         
Applications in Batteries  
 
Aniruddh successfully prepared activated carbon from banana peel. His project          
then progressed onto characterising the synthesised activated carbon using         
FT-IR (Fourier-transform infrared) spectroscopy and SEM (Scanning Electronic        
Microscopy). Finally he used his activated banana peels as cathodic material in            
an aluminium air battery showing that there is great potential for utilising            
organic waste like banana peels for preparing chemically activated materials          
that have applications in energy technology.  
 
 
2nd: Angelina Arora, Sydney Girls High School, From Shrimps to a Barbie  
 
Angelina’s project was comprehensive. Her survey of purchased seafood         
indicated an average of 4.62% of the body mass of fish is plastic items consumed               
by the animal therefore microplastics are potentially entering the human food           
chain. She then went on to synthesize biodegradable bioplastics and tested their            
durability, finding plastic synthesized from cornstarch and also from waste          
products (shrimp shells) are commercial possibilities.  
 
 
3rd: Isaac Selvey, O'Connor Catholic College, Ethanol to Ethanoic Acid  
 
When exposed to oxygen, wines develop a permanent impairment of quality           
with the consumer left with a ‘tangy’ unsatisfactory taste. This ‘tangy’ sensation            
is due to the ethanol oxidising to form ethanoic acid. Isaac showed through his              
monitoring of the formation of ethanoic acid using the titration technique,           
during the first 24 hours after decanting both red and white wine oxidise. The              
rate of oxidation slows after this first 24 hour period. Further results showed             
that the white wine’s concentration of ethanoic acid increased at a faster rate             
over the 24 hour period than the ethanoic acid concentration in red wine. 
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Earth & Environmental Science 7-9 
 
1st: Ina Curic, Sydney Girls High School, Assessing the quantity of plastics            
present on two given beaches over time  
 
The problem of micro and macro plastics in our oceans is an extremely serious              
threat to marine creatures. Ina sampled sand from two beaches on Sydney’s            
southern coast and used detailed analysis to investigate the variables that           
affected the quantity of plastics found at different locations on the beach. She             
found that the largest influences were distance from the shoreline, proximity to            
stormwater drains, time since last rainfall events and human development          
adjacent to the beach.  
 
 
2nd: Liyang Yu, Meriden School, Sulphur Dioxide and Soil pH  
 
Air pollution, especially from vehicles using fossil fuels, is a major issue in many              
areas of the world including Australia. Liyang investigated whether there was a            
link between air pollution levels and soil fertility as measured by its acidity. Her              
research showed that there is no direct relationship between soil acidity and air             
pollution, and pointed the way to the need for more research in this area. 
 
 
3rd: Rena Tang, Meriden School, Global Worming: the solution or complication           
to Global Warming 
 
Earthworms are an integral component of most soil ecosystems and have           
traditionally been considered an important contributor to soil health. Rena          
investigated whether earthworm activity could be resulting in higher carbon          
dioxide emissions from soils. Her results show that earthworms may in fact            
result in lower carbon dioxide emissions from soil and could be used in the fight               
against climate change.  
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Earth & Environmental Science 10-12 

 
1st: Macinley Butson, The Illawarra Grammar School and Jade Moxey, 
Sapphire Coast Anglican College, The SAS System (Sanitation & Sterilization)  
 
Macinley and Jade tackled one of the most pressing problems in the developing             
world - access to clean and potable water. They designed and built a portable,              
self-sustaining solar powered system that is capable of producing sterile,          
medical grade water. Their final product incorporates 3 distinct systems working           
together, and is based on multiple investigations into the effectiveness of           
various treatment methods.   
 
2nd: Minh Nga Nguyen, Sydney Girls High School, Recycling waste into biochar: 
a sustainable wastewater filter and fertiliser for the agricultural industry  
 
Nga investigated the use of biochar to filter agricultural wastewater as well its             
suitability as a soil fertiliser. She developed two bamboo based biochar filter            
systems that proved very efficient at adsorbing nutrients such as ammonia,           
nitrates, nitrites and phosphates. The used biochar was also shown to be            
effective as a fertiliser leading to increased plant health when tested,           
demonstrating real potential for biochar to be used in the animal husbandry            
industry.  
 
3rd: Eleanor Clifton-Bligh, PLC Sydney, Meeting a Challenge of Climate Change: 
Water Penetration in Soil  
 
The ability for water to penetrate soils has major implications for soil health and              
fertility. Eleanor compared different Australian soil types and found that water           
penetrated fastest and deepest in silt based soils. Eleanor also discovered that            
fertilisers and wetting agents were effective in improving water penetration in           
all three soil types. Ash residue from burnt eucalyptus leaves (simulating the            
after effects of bushfires) had a major negative impact on water penetration. 
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Physics 7-9 

 
1st: Eliza Martin, PLC Sydney, EMMA: The Electromagnetic Mobility Assistor 
 
While Science is often driven by a curiosity, sometimes it is driven by a desire to                
help others – especially people with significant disabilities. EMMA is an addition            
to a walking frame which assists and allows movement of the legs of patients              
who have been affected by muscle deconditioning caused by prolonged          
hospitalisation. Eliza extensively researched different designs for the motor of          
her device to improve the hospital walking frame. 

 
2nd: Thomas Schanzer, Sydney Boys High School, Galilean Cannon 
 
Einstein said, “Nothing happens until something moves” and the Galilean          
Cannon is a delightful demonstration of the conservation of linear momentum.           
By stacking a number of spherical objects of decreasing size and then dropping             
the stack, when the bottom one hits the ground all but the top object stays still.                
Thomas meticulously explored this effect; collecting and analysing data with          
great skill. 

 
3rd: Sariena Ye, James Ruse Agricultural High School, The effect of the height             
of towers on the load that a suspension bridge can support  
 
Understanding bridges has been the focus of research for centuries, from their            
start as a humble beam bridge log across a river to the majestic suspension              
bridge. While the size and grandeur of suspension bridges sees them dominate            
the landscapes they occupy, their true marvel is in their ability to hold so much               
weight. Sariena explored these engineering marvels, building and testing bridges          
to see how the height of the support towers affected their ability to support              
loads. She discovered that larger towers allow these bridges to support larger            
loads. 

22. 

Physics 10-12 
 
Peter Roberson Prize 
Annual award presented to the top Year 10-12 Physics         
project in memory of Peter Roberson who served STANSW         
faithfully and contributed a wealth of knowledge and        
expertise to Physics education in NSW schools. 
 
1st: Angeni Bai, PLC Sydney, Batteries and Heat  

With the major role smartphones play in modern life,         
Angeni set out to explore the effect of temperature on battery characteristics.            
Using a Li-ion battery similar to ones used in phones, she tested the voltage and               
time to completely discharge at three different temperatures. She found that           
ambient temperature does have an effect on lithium-ion battery performance,          
with higher temperatures slightly increasing power supplied by the battery, but           
noticeably decreasing runtime. 
 
2nd: Ruier Xue, PLC Sydney, Flood Alert! The best type of wall to defend floods  

Ruier is concerned about flood events causing severe damage to infrastructure           
and living environments and set out to test the effectiveness of different types             
of walls to protect houses. Through the use of models, she tested the ability of a                
flat wall, a zig-zag wall and a sloped wall to protect the model house from the                
impact of a stream of water and found that the zig-zag wall was most effective.  
 
3rd: Frederick Krisman, Marist College North Shore, Spectralite 

Frederick was interested in the possibility of using cyanobacteria for hydrogen           
production, and the subsequent need for light sources and temperature control.           
He tested the effect of different combinations of mirrors and LEDs to see which              
light source had the greatest impact on the luminescence and temperature of          
water. He needed a light source that put in the greatest amount of light without               
putting in too much heat. He concluded that LEDs combined with sun-tracking            
mirrors would be appropriate for a photobiological plant. 
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IIATE Models and Innovations Exhibition 

Held at the University of Sydney Open Day, Saturday 26th August 2017 

24. 

IIATE Models and Innovations K-2 
 
Hannah Chalmers, PLC Sydney, My Solar Alarm  

Hannah built a solar powered alarm that could wake her up despite the blackout              
blinds in her bedroom, did not use electricity and wouldn’t wake up the rest of               
the family!  
 
Matthew Dugan, Knox Grammar Preparatory School, The Leaf Tramper  

Matthew designed and built a machine to solve the problem of all the leaves              
that fall and build up in his backyard. He created the ‘Leaf Tramper’ system to               
collect and compress leaves into cubes which can then be used as a renewable              
fuel source for their fireplace.  
 
Oscar Fairhurst and Brendan Li, Knox Grammar Preparatory School, Stair          
Climbing WheelChair  

Oscar and Brendan adapted a Lego EV3 robotics kit to create an automated stair              
climbing wheelchair for elderly or disabled people. The chair designed to safely            
transport a person up a staircase in places where there are no lifts available. 

 

IIATE Models and Innovations 3-6 
 
Luke Albrecht, St John Bosco Catholic Primary School, Automatic Dog Feeder  

Luke successfully built an automatic dog feeder with a timer that was also             
weatherproof and dog proof. It could be programmed to dispense food to his             
dog Georgie, preventing her from getting hungry and annoying the neighbours           
by barking before Luke returned from school.  
 
William Byron, Balgowlah Heights Public School, e-Nabled robot  

William designed and built a mobile robotic hand that could help disabled            
people to pick up and grip items off the floor. He combined an M-bot with               
Meccano parts and built a hand using hard plastic, straws and string.  
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IIATE Models and Innovations 3-6 
 

Henry Goben, Knox Grammar Preparatory School, OCAS - Operation Code a           
Sphero  

Henry’s project was designed to give students more feedback on the accuracy of             
their coding ability when using a robotic ball known as a Sphero. Henry designed              
a maze using box guttering and used aluminium foil, a circuit board known as a               
Makey Makey and an online scratch program to create a bump counter tracking             
the number of times the robot hit the sides of the maze. 

James Napoli, Glenhaven Public School, Fish Bite Light  

James loves fishing but doesn’t like fishing in the dark at sundown when most              
fish bite. He designed and built a fishing rod with a LED light that is activated                
when the fish bites. The rod is lightweight and strong and is designed to be used                
in river fishing. 

Lucas Negro, Glenhaven Public School, The Ultimate Bush Fire Proof Eco-Cool           
House 

Lucas used extensive research into many different solutions to keep houses safe            
during bushfires. His Ultimate Bush Fire Proof house incorporates multiple          
features including in-roof sprinkler systems, underground water tanks powered         
by solar panels and a fire-proof shell made of panels that stack in the roof space. 

Denby Stead, MET - Wagga Wagga Campus, Safe Cherry Picker  

Denby wanted to develop a safer alternative to pickling cherries than climbing            
up the tree. After careful and detailed research into various design options and             
materials he built a telescopic cherry picker that was lightweight, strong and            
easy to use.  
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IIATE Models and Innovations 7-9 

 

1st: Kira Macarthur, Homeschool-Menai, Plant eHealth  
 
Kira has created a digital camera system which can analyse the amount of             
photosynthesis in the leaves of a plant. With the addition of a blue filter, the               
camera has been modified to absorb the near infrared light spectrum to take             
photos of plants. In conjunction with modified NDVI calculations, Plant eHealth           
enables the successful quantifying of the plant’s health. Kira has also developed            
a website whereby a close-up photo of a plant can be uploaded and the health               
of the plant can be determined. 

2nd: Eliza Martin, PLC Sydney, EMMA: The Electromagnetic Mobility Assistor 
 
Eliza has developed a solution for patients experiencing muscle deconditioning,          
which often occurs in patients suffering diseases that have lead to prolonged            
hospitalisation. The Electromagnetic Mobility Assistor has been developed to         
allow patients to walk and move around with minimal support from carers and             
improve patient’s muscle strength and movement. A bandage, containing iron,          
strapped to a patient’s leg is attracted to an electromagnet on the walking             
frame when the switch is turned on by the patient. Patients have full control of               
EMMA, designed to pull the leg forward to help initiate muscle movement. 
 

3rd: Helena Yan, Meriden School, Sleeper  
 
Helena’s project has been developed to solve some of the major problems with             
the current design of a nightlight, such as having to stay awake to turn off the                
light if a child refuses to sleep in the dark, or annoying localised light pollution               
for other occupants. She coded an app which synchronises with a Fitbit to relay              
the person’s resting heart rate. If the rate drops below a certain threshold then              
the LED’s in Helena’s design will then turn off to darken the bedroom. 
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IIATE Models and Innovations 10-12 
 
1st: Oliver Nicholls, Barker College, Autonomous robotic window cleaner for          
commercial buildings 
 
Oliver’s project focus was to develop an autonomous robotic window cleaner for 
commercial buildings. He successfully researched, designed and developed a 
small autonomous window cleaning robot prototype that can effectively clean 
and dry high-rise glass windows whilst manoeuvring around architectural 
obstacles. The drone design is also able to operate in most weather conditions 
by sensing crosswind and compensating accordingly. 

2nd: Lachlan Bolton, Redeemer Baptist School, Future Board 
 
Lachlan’s challenge was to design and build an extendable modular surfboard           
that can easily fit in any car. His design, the Future Board, is the world’s first                
ultraportable, extendable surfboard. It has the ability to breakdown to half its            
original size and fit into a regular bodyboard bag. Its unique function allowing it              
to extend in length creates more flexibility for surfers when choosing the right             
board for the conditions making it a truly innovative device. It is made from              
100% recycled material making it sustainable. 

3rd: Macinley Butson, The Illawarra Grammar School and Jade Moxey, 
Sapphire Coast Anglican College, The SAS System (Sanitation & Sterilization) 
 
Macinley and Jade’s aim was to develop a self-sustaining sanitation and           
sterilizing device to produce potable and medical grade sterile water for           
developing countries and emergency relief. Their project, The SAS System          
(Sanitation And Sterilization System), is a self-sustaining, portable unit consisting          
of 3 integrated systems, to provide both clean drinking water and sterile water             
for medical use, for developing communities and emergency relief. 
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MANSW Working Mathematically K-2 
 
Kain Gibson, St John Bosco Catholic Primary School, Does the Length of TV             
Advertisements change during different parts of the Day? 

Kain used mathematical language and operations, tables and graphs to inform           
his thinking about TV advertising. Tabulated data recorded on tally sheets and            
appropriately displayed in column and pie graphs enabled Kain to analyse and            
draw valid conclusions about TV ad lengths during different parts of the day.   

Scott Manley, St John Bosco Catholic Primary School Engadine, How can I go             
faster on my Skis?  

Scott used mathematical language and operations, tables and column graphs in           
his friction reduction report. Measurements and calculations were performed         
efficiently and meaningful data displayed in tables and graphs. Finding average           
speed in his skiing trials supported his hypothesis that skiing on edges is faster.  

Hannah Yap, Abbotsleigh Junior School, Do Aussie Artists Make Or Break           
Mathematical Rules  

Hannah posed insightful questions to underpin her investigation about the use           
of artistic rules when creating portraits. Using mathematical rules and language           
as well as a spreadsheet, bar graph and Venn diagram to present collected data,              
Hannah was able to make valid conclusions based on analysis of the data. 
 
 

MANSW Working Mathematically 3-6 
 
Genna Bauder, Natalie Lau and Nihira More, Mona Vale, Creativity  

Genna, Natalie and Nihira researched insightful questions in their investigation          
about which grades are the most creative. They gathered, organised and           
displayed meaningful and extensive data and effectively communicated using         
mathematical language and tables, column and pie graphs.  
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MANSW Working Mathematically 3-6 

Alyssa Buda and Chloe Walker, PLC Sydney, An Investigation Into The Effect of             
Music on the Sense of Touch For Ten Year Old Girls and on Their Ability to                
Concentrate 

Alyssa and Chloe used mathematical language and tables to present information           
in their investigation about the effect of music on the ability of ten year old girls                
to concentrate. They described and interpreted different data sets and          
questioned the reliability of the data. Useful data analysis was provided.  

Indiya Brock, Lauren Brown and Caitlin Walley, Mona Vale, At what age do             
children in primary school (5-12) get anxiety?  

Indiya, Lauren and Caitlin investigated the age that primary students begin to            
experience anxiety using a ten question survey to collect data. Raw data was             
compiled on an excel table and displayed on column graphs. Limitations of the             
collected data was discussed when analysing the results and making          
conclusions. 

Hannah McCutcheon, Castle Cove Public School, How to make Viscoelastic gel 
slime stretchier  

Hannah used mathematical language and demonstrated an understanding of         
mathematical concepts in her investigation. Data was collected, organised and          
displayed on a table and line and dot graphs. The usefulness of collected data              
was explained and valid conclusions made based on analysis of the data. 

Akira Naumovski and Kazuma Phillips, Wollongong Public School, Powering the          
world with sugar 

Akira and Kazuma gathered, organised and displayed meaningful data using          
tables and graphs in their investigation about the type of sugar with capacity to              
produce the most ethanol. The relevant mathematical language was used          
appropriately and operations and calculations performed efficiently. A valid         
conclusion was based on analysis of the data collected for ethanol production.  

30. 

MANSW Working Mathematically 3-6 

Emma Yap, Abbotsleigh Junior School, Which Type of Moisturisers Retain The 
Most Water  

Emma demonstrated an understanding of mathematical concepts in her         
investigation about water retention in moisturisers. Extensive and meaningful         
data was collected and appropriately displayed in tables and graphs. Emma           
made valid conclusions based on analysis of the data collected.  

 
MANSW Working Mathematically 7-9 

 
1st: Kira Macarthur, Homeschool-Menai, Plant eHealth 

Kira set out to create a system using custom code and a digital camera to               
measure the amount of infrared light reflected from plants. She created code to             
analyse data from the camera, carrying out calculations to reduce noise and to             
assess the health of the plant using an existing formula. She demonstrated            
fluency in her use of mathematical concepts in developing her product. 
 
2nd: Thomas Schanzer, Sydney Boys High School, Galilean Cannon 
A Galilean cannon is where two balls of different sizes are dropped together,             
with the smaller ball on top. Thomas took measurements and made careful            
calculations using existing formulae to show that it is the ratio of the masses of               
the two balls that determines the height of rebound of the smaller ball. In every               
aspect, he demonstrated a strong grasp of mathematical principles. 
 
3rd: Ina Curic, Sydney Girls High School, Assessing the quantity of plastics            
present on two given beaches over time 

In conducting her investigation comparing plastics found on two beaches, Ina           
made numerous measurements and used a variety of mathematical techniques          
to analyse her data to test her hypotheses. She made extensive and appropriate             
use of different graph types to display trends and to support her reasoning             
about the relative impacts of a number of variables on the amount of plastic. 
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MANSW Working Mathematically 10-12 
 
1st: Macinley Butson, The Illawarra Grammar School and Jade Moxey,          
Sapphire Coast Anglican College, The SAS System (Sanitation & Sterilization)  
 
Macinley and Jade used a plethora of mathematical analysis tools in the multiple             
steps of developing a self-sustaining sanitation and sterilizing device to produce           
potable and medical grade sterile water for developing countries and          
emergency relief. Multiple experiments with triplicate trials were performed in          
the development of their power generation unit and water sterilization unit and            
they even went to extraordinary lengths to calibrate the pressure cooker for            
accurate sterilization. 

2nd: Bilge Zohre, Redeemer Baptist School, Cooking the Perfect Steak Using 
Real Science  
 
Bilge has used everything, except calculus, to determine the flipping rate which            
produces the most evenly-cooked steaks. With a thermal imaging camera          
measuring surface temperatures and a datalogger temperature sensor        
measuring comparative internal temperatures, Bilge found that flipping a steak          
every minute produces the best steaks. She also used standard deviation in            
measurements to analyse the variation of colour pixels in photographed          
cross-sections of each cooked steak. 

3rd: Vanessa Lin, PLC Sydney, Music Matters - Using Fast Fourier Transform 
(FFT) to determine the quality of sound produced by differently priced cellos 
 
The process of distinguishing differences in sound quality differences between a           
normal and good quality cello is a subjective one and is determined by many              
factors including wood used, age of cello, strings, bow and cost. In a bid to               
reduce this subjective comparison, Vanessa used a mathematical solution to this           
problem by identifying a common trend that ‘high quality instruments’          
represent in Fast Fourier Transform (FFT). Statistical analysis was used to assess            
the sound quality produced by the cellos looking at the FFT of four strings.  
 

32. 

 Mitchell Leggo, Epping Boys High School 

NSW Nominee: 2018 BHP Billiton Foundation  

Science and Engineering Teacher Award 

Mitchell Leggo at the US Space and Rocket Center, Huntsville, Alabama  
 

The BHP Billiton Teacher Awards recognise outstanding contributions made by          
classroom teachers to science education especially in the area of open ended            
investigations. Our 2018 NSW nominee is Mitchell Leggo, Secondary Science          
Teacher at Epping Boys’ High School, a leader in STEAM education.  

Amongst his achievements, Mitchell developed a STEAM group within his          
school. Initially for years 7 and 8 students to complete weekly engineering            
challenges, the group has now grown and those same students, now in year 10              
lead the group, choosing the projects themselves and resourcing them before           
delivery to younger students as leaders and mentors for their younger peers. 

Mitchell also has to his name, awards for leadership within Scouts Australia, and             
an Order of Australia Commendation for Service.  
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Presentations Part 2: Most Promising Awards 
 

STANSW Most Promising Awards K-6 
 

Awarded to highly commended students who show particular promise 
and are encouraged to pursue further development 

 
 
Eq.1st: Dean Chapman, St Marys Primary School Grafton, Excellent Egg          
Experiment  

Dean investigated the properties of a naked egg (one without the shell) in             
different solutions so that he could explain scientifically how an egg membrane            
operates. He wanted to find out about this because sometimes his hens laid             
eggs without a hard shell. 

Eq.1st: Jake Fisher, Castle Cove Public School, Soapy Seeds 

Jake was interested in the effect of grey water (from a washing machine) on the               
germination and growth of plants. He tested 4 different detergents and found            
that the grey water friendly detergents produced healthy plant growth and one            
of ‘unfriendly’ detergents did not. To his surprise one of the non-grey water             
friendly detergents also produced healthy plant growth, indicating the need for           
further research. 

Eq.1st: Madeline Fay, St John Bosco Catholic Primary School Engadine, What           
effects do different drinks have on teeth? 
 
Madeline was interested in testing the truth of the parental claim that sugary             
drinks cause teeth to rot. She let teeth soak in various drinks for one week and                
then examined them for holes and tested their strength. She found that, while             
water and milk had little effect, cola, energy drink and lemonade had a drastic              
effect on the teeth, creating holes and in some cases causing them to crumble.  
 

34. 

STANSW Most Promising Awards 7-12 
 
Eq.1st: Jordan Hood, Inaburra School, Life Support in a Blanket 

Hypothermia is a significant cause of death in very young babies, particularly in             
areas of the world with low access to resources. Jordan’s aim was to design and               
test a blanket that would be simple to produce. The final product was made              
from layers of polyester fleece and a space blanket, carefully shaped for comfort             
and to reduce heat loss from the baby’s head. 

Eq.1st: Kaitlyn Kong, Hornsby Girls High School, How does Food Affect Heart            
Rate before, during, and after Exercise  

With health and fitness a key concern of modern day life, Kaitlin decided to look               
at the impact of particular foods on heart rate, before, during and after exercise.              
She found that, of chocolate, bread, lollies and coffee, the one that consistently             
resulted in higher heart rates was chocolate, particularly during exercise. 

Eq.1st: Lila Moore, Sapphire Coast Anglican College, Platypus of the Brogo           
River System, NSW - Riparian vegetation links to population status 

The platypus is a unique and iconic Australian animal. Lila explored the Brogo             
River system in the Bega Valley to see if the state of the land adjoining the river                 
bank had any effect on platypus activity. Areas consisting of near pristine native             
vegetation had more platypus sightings than areas with cleared farmland. 

Eq.1st: Ben Sinclair, Shore School, The Effects of Different Bicep Muscle           
Strengthening Workout Techniques on Strength Improvement and Muscle Size         
Growth  

There is much debate about how best to increase strength. Ben decided to             
compare two common resistance training strategies: high repetition with light          
weights and low repetition with large weights. After six weeks of training his             
results showed that the low repetition strategy resulted in the greatest           
increases in both strength and muscle size amongst his participants. 
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NSW All Schools Paper Plane Challenge 

Hundreds of students took part in the state finals of the 2017 NSW All Schools               
Paper Plane Challenge, held in conjunction with the University of Sydney Open            
Day on Saturday, August 27th. 

 

. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Mitchell Irvine receiving his medal from YS Committee member, Stuart Garth 

 
Performances reached amazing heights with a new Australian Distance Record          
for a school student set by Mitchell Irvine, a Year 11 student from Menai High               
School. Mitchell’s new Australian Distance Record is 35.20 metres. 

Another highlight of the day was the presence of an ABC News film crew taking 
footage of many of the age groups and a special feature was broadcast on the 
ABC news that night (see relevant ABC media article): 
http://bit.ly/paperplanes2017 
 

36. 

KEYNOTE SPEAKER 

Professor Anna Moore  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Professor Anna Moore is the Director of the Advanced Instrumentation and           
Technology Centre at Mount Stromlo. Her speciality is designing state of the art             
instruments for telescopes on the ground (including Antarctica) and in space. 

She has previously built major instruments for the Australian Astronomical          
Observatory, the Japanese National Large Telescope (known as Subaru), the          
South Pole Station in Antarctica, Mount Palomar's Observatory in California, and           
Hawaii's W.M. Keck Observatory (currently the world's largest telescopes). She          
and her team are now designing instruments for the Giant Magellan Telescope,            
one of the next generation of extremely large optical telescopes. 

Professor Moore's current research is opening up a new observational window           
into the infrared transient universe, to help search for astronomical events           
including hidden novae, supernovae, and now gravitational wave events. 

She lives in Canberra with her husband and three precocious children. 
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Presentations Part 3: Sponsored Awards 
 

 Young Marine Scientist Award  
 

For primary school entries that explore the marine world 

Eloise Boys, Castle Cove Public School, Habitat use by birds on a rocky             
shore 

Eloise studied how birds used the rocky shore on Mollymook beach in NSW. She              
was interested in whether tide, wind, rain, temperature or time of day affect             
how many birds are found on a large rocky shelf on the beach. Her results found                
that tide and time are the most important factors. Great use of your holidays,              
Eloise! 

 

 

 

NMI Measurement Award  

Awarded to entries in the category of Scientific Investigations that 
demonstrate an excellent understanding of measurement 

1st: Vanessa Lin, PLC Sydney, Music Matters - Using Fast Fourier Transform            
(FFT) to determine the quality of sound produced by differently priced cellos  

Vanessa identified a number of variables that were involved in the sound quality 
of a cello, some of which she determined qualitatively using the judgement of 
experts, others measured quantitatively using fast fourier transform analysis. 
She attempted to reduce the potential errors in her measurements and used the 
standard deviations of her repeated trials to test measurement reliability.  

38. 

2nd: Nicholas Hubbard, Castle Cove Public School, Does fabric softener make 
sleepwear more flammable?  

Nicholas investigated whether fabric conditioner increases the flammability of         
flannel sleepwear. He set up a rigorous testing and measurement regime using 7             
replicates for each conditioners, testing the fabric after 5, 10 and 15 washes - a               
total of 63 tests, not including the number of times he had to wash the fabric!  

 

NMI Measurement Award  

Awarded to entries in the category of Models and Innovations that 
demonstrate an excellent understanding of measurement 

1st: Macinley Butson, The Illawarra Grammar School and Jade Moxey,          
Sapphire Coast Anglican College, The SAS System (Sanitation & Sterilization) 
 
Jade and Macinley investigated a very rewarding and relevant topic. Their report            
on the developed SAS system and the characterisation of its performance was            
thorough with a total of 16 experiments to test and investigate the developed             
SAS system. The experiments involved measuring changes in temperature and          
dissipated and generated power. Measurements were repeated to determine         
the average results in order to reduce fluctuation in outcome, including           
calculations of the standard deviation of the average.  

2nd: Kira Macarthur, Homeschool-Menai, Plant eHealth  
 
Kira modified a digital camera so that she could use it to measure the infrared               
radiation reflection from the leaves of plants. Kira used carefully considered           
techniques to reduce the noise in her measurements and reduce the influence            
of non-plant items in the photographs. In making a determination of plant            
health, Kira averaged large amounts of data in an attempt to ensure a reliable              
result. 
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NMI Measurement Award  

Awarded to entries in the category of Working Mathematically that 
demonstrate an excellent understanding of measurement 

1st: Bilge Zohre, Redeemer Baptist School, Cooking the Perfect Steak Using 
Real Science  
 
How often should a steak be flipped during cooking? Bilge used multiple            
measurement techniques to analyse the effects of different flipping rates,          
including infrared imaging to detect the surface temperature, a temperature          
probe to determine the internal temperature and conventional photography,         
combined with a reference image, to record the appearance of the cut steak. 

2nd: Scott Manley, St John Bosco Catholic Primary School Engadine, How can I             
go faster on my Skis?  
 
Scott was interested in determining whether he could go faster when skiing on             
the edges of his skis, compared to using the flat surface. Through careful             
measurement of the time taken to cover 50 m, with five trials each, he was able                
to establish that skiing using the edges resulted in faster motion. 
 
 

   RACI Chemistry Encouragement Award  

 For primary and secondary students demonstrating  

         ability, skill and promise for Chemistry 

1st: Primary: Nicholas Hubbard, Castle Cove Public School, Does fabric softener 
make sleepwear more flammable? 

Nicholas tested whether fabric softener makes flannel sleepwear more 
flammable. His results showed that not only did using fabric softener cause the 
fabric to burn faster (20 s on average), the flames also burned higher. He found 
that fabric conditioners contain many chemicals that can act as fire accelerants.  

40. 

1st: Secondary: Aniruddh Chennapragada, James Ruse Agricultural High 
School, Investigating the Carbonisation and Activation of Banana Peels for 
Applications in Batteries 

Aniruddh successfully prepared activated carbon from banana peel. His project          
then went on to characterise the activated carbon synthesised with FT-IR           
spectroscopy and SEM. Finally he used his activated banana peels as cathodic            
material in a aluminium air battery proving it is an effective material for use in               
battery technology. 

2nd: Secondary: Freja Newman, Meriden School, Nitrate, phosphate and pH 
levels present in Sydney waters  

Freja investigated whether harmful chemicals (such as nitrates, phosphates, etc)          
that disrupt the aquatic ecosystems of Sydney’s harbours and beaches, enter           
the ocean through the rainwater drainage pipes. Her extensive water testing did            
indicate that there is higher concentration of the nitrates, phosphates etc nearer            
to rainwater outlets that drain into the ocean in several locations. 
 

ASBMB Award  

Awarded for excellence in 
Biochemistry and Molecular Biology 

 
Bilge Zohre, Redeemer Baptist School, Cooking the Perfect Steak Using Real 
Science  

Bilge had one of those jaw-dropping moments when she took her first steak of              
the hot plate and found that the internal temperature of the steak continued to              
rise during the next two minutes, despite being removed from its heat source.             
This happened with all the other steaks. Through further investigative work of            
collecting and measuring the juices released in this resting phase she discovered            
that the individual cells in the meat relax once the heat source is removed              
releasing water which then provides a medium for effective heat transfer. 
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AARNet Communications Award 

For best use of electronic communications in Scientific Investigations 

Eq. 1st: Primary: Tristan Humphrey, Carlingford Public School, Can you kill a 
usb drive with static electricity? 

Tristan wanted to find out whether it is possible to break a usb drive with static                
electricity from your clothes, or other sources around the home. He found that             
a USB drive is a reliable way to store information. Static electricity will only              
change the information on the USB if the other electrical circuits in the USB              
break. 

Eq. 1st: Primary: Philippa Kennard, Oatley West Public School, Discovering 
Whether Different Suburbs Prefer Different Breeds of Dogs  

Philippa emailed 128 councils in NSW and asked for a list of all the different               
breeds in their area. Most of the council's didn’t understand what she was             
asking. Blue Mountains City Council understood and they sent her a list, but not              
many others. She e-mailed Blue Mountains City Council again to ask if they could              
give her some instructions of how they got their list. When they gave the              
instructions to her, she e-mailed those instructions to all the other councils and             
was able to get the information she needed 

Eq. 1st: Secondary: Eleanor Clifton-Bligh, PLC Sydney, Meeting a Challenge of           
Climate Change: Water Penetration in Soil 

Eleanor utilised electronic communication in the use of high definition video 
recordings and soil moisture probes as a function of time to measure water 
penetration in Australian clay-, sand- and silt-based soils. She found water 
penetrated fastest and deepest in silt-based soils. 

 

42. 

Eq. 1st: Secondary: Elena and Felisha Kaiser, Homeschool - Elsmore, Rain vs. 
Bore do the best results come out of the blue or the red?  

With two sources of water available on Elena and Felisha’s property—rain and            
bore—they wanted to determine which of these water types was the best for             
growing vegetables. Using different technologies the mineral content of each          
water type was determined and radishes and lettuces were grown using each            
water type and rainwater was certainly the best for growing garden plants. 

 

AARNet Communications Award 

For best use of electronic communications in Models and Innovations 

 
Eq.1st: Primary: Luke Albrecht, St John Bosco Catholic Primary School 
Engadine, Automatic Dog Feeder 

Luke successfully built an automatic dog feeder with a timer that was also             
weatherproof and dog proof. It could be programmed to dispense food to his             
dog Georgie, preventing her from getting hungry and annoying the neighbours           
by barking before Luke returned from school. He used an arduino and servo             
motors to distribute the correct portion size every 12 hours.  

 
Eq. 1st: Primary: Alexander Dunn, Jonathan Morano and Michael Riddell, Knox           
Grammar Preparatory School, GRASS - Gutter Reactive Advanced Specialised         
Systems  

This automated robotic solution was designed to prevent a build-up of leaf litter             
in household guttering, specifically in areas prone to bushfires. The team built a             
gutter cleaning belt drive shuttle system and coded it to begin working from an              
electronic trigger switch in the house. They further adapted their code to trigger             
the return of the shuttle along the gutter by utilising infrared distance sensors.  
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Eq.1st: Secondary: Oliver Nicholls, Barker College, Autonomous robotic        
window cleaner for commercial buildings 
 
Oliver’s project focus was to develop an autonomous robotic window cleaner for            
commercial buildings. He developed a prototype that can effectively clean and           
dry high-rise glass windows whilst maneuvering around architectural obstacles.         
The system incorporates a variety of electronic inputs and outputs for sensing,            
washing, drying, moving, flying, sensing and compensating for the wind. 

Eq. 1st: Secondary: Callum Predavec, Mosman High School, Please Fix  
 
Callum has created an app to solve issues in communities around Australia,            
specifically those which fall under the responsibility of local councils such as            
road damage, vandalism, and graffiti. Callum’s app allows someone to use their            
mobile phone’s GPS to identify the council area in which they are standing, then              
uses the camera to capture and upload an image of the issue with the correct               
geolocation. 

 

AARNet Communications Award 

For best use of electronic communications in Working Mathematically 

 
Eq. 1st: Primary: Jarod Macarthur, Homeschool-Menai, Dirt Power  

Jarod’s project was an investigation into whether it is possible to generate            
electricity using the dirt from his backyard. He tested which type of food –              
biodegradable paper, fruit or vegetables – was the best for generating           
electricity. He measured a set of micro fuel cells every day for over 3 months to                
see how much electricity was being generated and then measured the power            
output and recorded the results. 
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Eq.1st: Primary: Joshua Vanderlaan, Our Lady of Fatima Primary School          
Caringbah, Does age affect your ability to hear high frequency sounds?  

Joshua’s investigation focussed on whether general hearing loss is related to the            
loss of hearing high-frequency sounds. His mathematical analysis successfully         
identified a trend in the results, conclusively proving the relationship between a            
person’s age, and their ability to hear high-frequency sounds (measured in Hz). 

Eq.1st: Secondary: Vanessa Lin, PLC Sydney, Music Matters - Using Fast Fourier            
Transform (FFT) to determine the quality of sound produced by differently           
priced cellos  

The process of distinguishing differences in sound quality differences between a           
normal and good quality cello is a subjective one and is determined by many              
factors including wood used, age of cello, strings, bow and cost. In a bid to               
reduce this subjective comparison, Vanessa used an electronic communication         
solution to this problem by identifying a common trend that ‘high quality            
instruments’ represent in Fast Fourier Transform (FFT).  

Eq.1st: Secondary: Adithya Manoj, Redeemer Baptist School, I spy with my           
little eye...  

Adithya wanted to use his phone or computer as a light meter to find out if his                 
working space has sufficient lighting. Before building any device he conducted           
an investigation with over 20 people to see how the human eye responds to              
fluctuating light levels. He tested both light and dark-eyed subjects and found            
that they all respond in a similar fashion to reflected light that was dimmed to               
various levels. He found that 300 lux was the threshold light level where the              
pupil starts to dilate and hence he used this value in his app that lets you know                 
whether your workspace has sufficient light.  
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AIP Most Outstanding Physics Award  
 
 
 
 
 

For the students who best represent the theme,  
“Drones, Droids and Robots”  

1st: Kira Macarthur, Homeschool - Menai, Plant eHealth  

Kira has created a digital camera system which can analyse the amount of             
photosynthesis in the leaves of a plant. The camera has been modified to absorb              
the near infra-red light spectrum to take photos of plants. To complement the             
adjusted camera and algorithms produced to build Plant eHealth, Kira has also            
created a method of delivery most appropriate for the consumer via a web site.  

2nd: Oliver Nicholls, Barker College, Autonomous robotic window cleaner for 
commercial buildings 

Oliver’s project focus was to develop an autonomous robotic window cleaner for            
commercial buildings. He successfully researched, designed and developed a         
small autonomous window cleaning robot prototype that can effectively clean          
and dry high-rise windows whilst manoeuvring around architectural obstacles. 

3rd: Hannes Liu, Austin McCarroll and Charlie Stammers, Knox Grammar          
Preparatory School, Optimus Mine  

Hannes, Charlie and Austin have created an automated landmine destroying          
robot called Optimus Mine. This is a robot designed to automatically target and             
destroy unexploded land mines in countries like Cambodia. It has a magnetic            
sensor arm which is attracted to the metal mine casing and once triggered the              
second phase of their program activates, which is a striking detonation hammer. 
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              STEP Environmental Award 
  Awarded for the best environmental entry 

 
 
Evette Khaziran, Redeemer Baptist School, Give me a home among the           
gumtrees  
 
Habitat conservation in an urban environment was the main focus of Evette’s            
observational study. In February this year, a family of 5 sugar gliders were             
discovered in a nesting box that Evette and her group had built and installed in               
bushland near her North Parramatta school 2 years ago for a Technology            
project. Over the next 5 months she used video cameras and night sensor             
cameras to observe the sugar gliders movements and behaviour. From her           
observations she noticed them struggling entering and exiting their box so she            
built and installed 2 modified boxes, with a platform and within a week the              
family had resettled in one of these new boxes.  
 

Sebel Testing and Evaluation Award 

Based on the high level of quality control that Sebel 
displays in the design and manufacture of their 
products, they are looking for students who display the 

same meticulous and rigorous testing of their results or final products 

1st: Junior Savaiko, Redeemer Baptist School, Left Side? Strong Side!  

Junior viewed and analysed every try that was scored in the first 24 rounds of               
the 2017 NRL season. For each of the 1091 tries scored he recorded the type of                
try, the location of the try and he even mapped the location of the last               
play-the-ball. Key findings were that 616 tries (57%) were scored from multiple            
passes and the majority of these were scored on the wings. 
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2nd: Ina Curic, Sydney Girls High School, Assessing the quantity of plastics            
present on two given beaches over time  
 
Ina assessed the quantity of plastics present on two given beaches by setting up              
multiple quadrats for each beach and taking an exhaustive amount of daily            
measurements over a three-week period. One of her many findings was that the             
majority of plastic gathers at the tide lines, the furthest region of sand from the               
water as the wind transports the plastics and it gathers at the vegetation line.  

3rd: Philippa Kennard, Oatley West Public School, Discovering Whether 
Different Suburbs Prefer Different Breeds of Dogs 
 
Philippa, a proud owner of a new puppy, had a wild idea – to find what breed of                  
dog is most common in her suburb. Despite being in Year 3, she took this to the                 
next level by ringing or emailing all 128 NSW Councils to find the most common               
dog breed in each Council area and found that Cattle dogs and Kelpies were              
most common in rural areas. 

IIAS Commercialisation and  

Entrepreneur Award 

For three discoveries and inventions with the greatest 
potential to meet some urgent needs in economy, 
industry and society 

1st: Angela Rofail, PLC Sydney, Does the soaking of broad beans in different 
chemicals affect the speed at which the seeds germinate?  

 
In adverse weather conditions, like drought, it can become critical that crops            
germinate as quickly as possible. Angela tested the effect of soaking broad            
beans in various concentrations of acetic acid, epsom salts, seaweed solution           
and hydrogen peroxide, finding that an epsom salt solution was most beneficial            
in speeding up the germination process. Since beans are a rich source of protein,              
this has the possibility of assisting with production of this important crop. 
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2nd: Minh Nga Nguyen, Sydney Girls High School, Recycling waste into           
biochar: a sustainable wastewater filter and fertiliser for the agricultural          
industry  
 
Two critical issues in the world today are pollution of waterways with animal             
waste and difficulties in sourcing fertiliser. Nga showed that pyrolysed          
agricultural waste could be used to remove ions from water contaminated with            
animal waste, and then itself be used as a fertiliser for crops. She found that               
bamboo biochar was most effective for water purification and that the used            
biochars successfully enhanced the growth of plants. 

3rd: Crystal Zhao, Meriden School, The Change in Strength of Plastic in 
Response to Seawater & Soil  
 
The ubiquitous use of plastic is generating a global problem. Crystal’s           
investigation looked at the effects of seawater and soil on properties of a plastic              
touted as ‘biodegradeable’, compared with plastic left in the air. Her results            
showed that the plastic exposed to soil was slightly less robust after thirty days.              
The plastic in seawater had an even smaller effect, suggesting future problems            
with dealing plastic pollution in the ocean as compared with landfill.  

 

      Western Sydney University  
                Science Award 

 Greater Western Sydney entry that demonstrates  
particular scientific accomplishment 

Rouhaifa-Mariam Karime, Al Amanah College, The effect of 
non-pharmacological treatment for people with dementia  
 
Concerned about the impacts of dementia, Mariam compared the effect of a            
non-pharmacological treatment, environmental modification, with drug      
administration. She tested 10 patients in a nursing home with a memory game             
as they experienced the two treatments, and found that the environmental           
modification had more impact on ability in memory tasks than medication. 
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                Rowe Scientific Equipment Prize 

Awarded to the best three secondary students who best 
utilise scientific equipment in designing their solution to a 
scientific or technological problem 

1st: Harry Lye, O'Connor Catholic College, Fruit Fermentation  
 
Harry identified fuel as a pressing global issue and set out to test various fruits               
as sources of ethanol. After fermentation he used a hygrometer to measure the             
density of the liquid, and then centrifuged the mixture. He then tested the             
solution using an infrared spectrophotometer to determine the ethanol content,          
finding that the ethanol content was correlated to the fruit sugar content. 

2nd: Isaac Selvey, O'Connor Catholic College, Ethanol to Ethanoic Acid  
 
When a wine bottle is opened the presence of oxygen will allow the conversion              
of alcohol to vinegar. Isaac tested the concentration of ethanoic acid after set             
time intervals using acid-base titration. For the white wine he used traditional            
titration techniques with an indicator. This was not possible for the red wine and              
so instead he used a pH probe and a drop counter connected to a computer.  

3rd: Ling Ling Lin, PLC Sydney, Sunscream (a phytoplankton problem)  
 
Ling Ling was concerned about the effects on phytoplankton when sunscreen           
washes from swimmers. Using an electronic balance, she tested the effect of the             
same amount of common sunscreens on samples of water. After filtering and            
staining the samples and viewing under a microscope she found that the zinc             
sunscreen led to the smallest decrease in the phytoplankton population. 
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Rowe Scientific School Grants 

The major objective of Rowe Scientific’s sponsorship is to         
directly reward hard-working science students. They are       
also keen for the Young Scientist Awards to attract greater          
engagement from schools, teachers and students from rural        
or remote locations.  

In response, for 2017 we awarded 6 school grants of $500 to be             
distributed amongst a few hard-working science students from each         
school.  
 
The six Rowe Scientific Pty. Ltd. Regional School Student $500 grant-winning           
schools were (in alphabetical order): 
 

Kanahooka High School 

Macksville High School 

St Paul’s College Walla Walla 

The Riverina Anglican College 

Trinity Catholic College Goulburn 

Vincentia High School 
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Presentations Part 4: Grand Awards 

Budding Young Scientist 
Sponsored by the School of Education, Australian Catholic University, the 

Budding Young Scientist is presented to the best overall K-2 project 

 

Scott Manley, St John Bosco Catholic Primary School Engadine, How can I go             
faster on my Skis?  

Scott investigated how he could go faster on his skis. He found out that when he                
skied on the edges of his skis he could go faster than when he skied on the flat                  
of his skis. He concluded this was because there is less surface area on the               
ground when skiing on edges which means less friction. 
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Primary Young Scientist 
Sponsored by the School of Education, Australian Catholic University, the 

Primary Young Scientist is presented to the best overall 3-6 project 

Nicholas Hubbard, Castle Cove Public School, Does fabric softener make 
sleepwear more flammable?  

The aim of this investigation was to determine if fabric softener makes fabric             
more prone to catching on fire. Using extensive testing, Nicholas found that            
there was a very significant difference between the fabric not washed with            
fabric softener to the fabric that was washed in softener. Fabric with fabric             
softener  burned on average 20s faster! 
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2018 Broadcom MASTERS International 
Delegate   

One student with a top entry from Years 7-8 will          
travel to Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, USA, to the       
Broadcom MASTERS International in May 2018.      
The selected student must be a prize-winner, a        
good communicator and fit the age      
requirements. 

 
Lila Moore, Sapphire Coast Anglican College, Platypus of the Brogo River           
System, NSW - Riparian vegetation links to population status. Lila’s award was            
presented by Professor Anna Moore, our keynote speaker. 

The platypus is a unique and iconic Australian animal. Lila explored the Brogo             
River system in the Bega Valley to see if the state of the land adjoining the river                 
bank had any effect on platypus activity. Areas consisting of near pristine native             
vegetation had more platypus sightings than areas with cleared farmland. 
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2018 Rural Young Scientist Awards 
 
This year, thanks to the generosity of an anonymous donor, saw the            
announcement of the Inaugural Rural Young Scientist Awards. These Awards          
targeting rural students and teachers reward all projects from rural areas that            
score a 4 or 5 according to the judging rubrics from a shared prize pool of $4000. 
 
One lucky teacher from a Rural School was rewarded for their implementation            
of the Young Scientist Awards through selection as the recipient of a Rural             
Young Scientist Teacher Award. This teacher will join the ISEF team as a             
chaperone of the winning rural students to ISEF next year.  

 

 
 
Winner of the Rural Young Scientist Teacher Award: Jenny Stephens, MET           
Wagga Wagga Campus (now teaching Kildare Catholic College). Jenny’s award          
was presented by Brett Mackay, 2017 Prime Minister's Prize Teacher of the            
Year - Secondary. 
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2018 Rural Young Scientist Awards 
 
Two rural projects were also selected and the winning students will join the ISEF              
delegation and represent Australia in Pittsburgh in 2018.  

 

 
 
Rural Young Scientist ISEF Finalist: Emma Serisier, Bishop Druitt College Coffs 
Harbour, Effects of Storage Conditions and Time on Egg Quality  
 
Emma found that over time the environmental conditions that eggs are stored            
under have a significant influence on their internal quality. There were           
identifiable interactions between the temperature and environmental factors        
with the egg quality. Increased storage temperature resulted in weight loss,           
increase in pH and visual factors such as size of air cell, runniness of albumen,               
form of yolk and odour. An increase in pH was observed in most eggs regardless               
of storage conditions.  
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2018 Rural Young Scientist Awards 

Rural Young Scientist ISEF Finalists: Elena and Felisha Kaiser, Homeschool - 
Danthonia, Rain vs. Bore do the best results come out of the blue or the red?  

With two sources of water available on Elena and Felisha’s property—rain and            
bore—they wanted to determine which of these water types was the best for             
growing vegetables. Using different technologies the mineral content of each          
water type was determined and radishes and lettuces were grown using each            
water type and rainwater was certainly the best for growing garden plants. 

 
 

The STANSW Rural Young Scientist Awards will be providing wonderful          
opportunities for NSW rural secondary students for the next four years!  

To be eligible, Rural secondary schools are considered to be those outside a             
radius of 70 km from Sydney, Newcastle, Wollongong and Canberra, except           
where the town is on the Dept. of Education ‘Rural and Remote Schools’ list. 
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2017 Sebel Young Scientist of the Year 
Award   

$2000 award for the student who submitted 
the most outstanding project overall 

 

Our 2017 winners of this award are our previous two Young Scientist of the 
Year winners who joined forces to produce this year’s top project - all 
completed between their return from ISEF in mid May to the August 
deadline. Their award was presented by Trevor Vyner, Sebel CEO. 
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Macinley Butson, The Illawarra Grammar School and Jade Moxey, Sapphire 
Coast Anglican College, The SAS System (Sanitation & Sterilization)  
 
Macinley and Jade developed a self-sustaining sanitation and sterilizing device          
to produce potable and medical grade sterile water for developing countries and            
emergency relief. Their project, The SAS System (Sanitation And Sterilization          
System), is a self-sustaining, portable unit consisting of 3 integrated systems, to            
provide both clean drinking water and sterile water for medical use, for            
developing communities and emergency relief. 

 
2018 Intel ISEF Prize  
A total of seven winning projects were selected from Years 9-12. The 
winning students will travel to Pittsburgh, USA, to represent Australia at 
the Intel International Science and Engineering Fair (ISEF) in May 2018. 
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Remaining 2018 Intel ISEF Finalists 
 

Aniruddh Chennapragada, James Ruse Agricultural High School, Investigating 
the Carbonisation and Activation of Banana Peels for Applications in Batteries  
 
Aniruddh successfully prepared activated carbon from banana peel.  His project 
then progressed onto characterising the synthesised activated carbon using 
FT-IR (Fourier-transform infrared) spectroscopy and SEM (Scanning Electronic 
Microscopy). Finally he used his activated banana peels as cathodic material in 
an aluminium air battery showing that there is great potential for utilising 
organic waste like banana peels for preparing chemically activated materials 
that have applications in energy technology.  
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Remaining 2018 Intel ISEF Finalists 

 
Minh Nga Nguyen, Sydney Girls High School, Recycling waste into biochar: a 
sustainable wastewater filter and fertiliser for the agricultural industry  

Nga investigated the use of biochar to filter agricultural wastewater as well its 
suitability as a soil fertiliser. She developed two bamboo based biochar filter 
systems that proved very efficient at adsorbing nutrients such as ammonia, 
nitrates, nitrites and phosphates. The used biochar was also shown to be 
effective as a fertiliser leading to increased plant health when tested, 
demonstrating real potential for biochar to be used in the animal husbandry. 
industry. 

Photo taken of Minh Nga Nguyen in 2015 
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Remaining 2018 Intel ISEF Finalists 
 

 
 
Oliver Nicholls, Barker College, Autonomous robotic window cleaner for 
commercial buildings 
 
Oliver’s project focus was to develop an autonomous robotic window cleaner for 
commercial buildings. He successfully researched, designed and developed a 
small autonomous window cleaning robot prototype that can effectively clean 
and dry high-rise glass windows whilst manoeuvring around architectural 
obstacles. The drone design is also able to operate in most weather conditions 
by sensing crosswind and compensating accordingly. 
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Remaining 2018 Intel ISEF Finalists 

Lachlan Bolton, Redeemer Baptist School, Future Board 
 
Lachlan’s challenge was to design and build an extendable modular surfboard           
that can easily fit in any car. His design, the Future Board, is the world’s first                
ultraportable, extendable surfboard. It has the ability to breakdown to half its            
original size and fit into a regular bodyboard bag. Its unique function allowing it              
to extend in length creates more flexibility for surfers when choosing the right             
board for the conditions making it a truly innovative device. It is made from              
100% recycled material making it sustainable. 
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WHAT’S NEW IN 2018! 

Confirmed Initiatives 

➢ A regional judging hub will run alongside professional development for          
teachers in a selected rural area. This will further promote the reach of             
the Young Scientist Awards into rural areas. 

 
➢ Entry portal for 2018 is now open. All students may now submit an             

innovative device or a scientific investigation via our online registration          
system. To be eligible for a prize in the 2018 Young Scientist Awards,             
experimentation or construction must have started after 1st September         
2017. A project is to be registered in the school year that the student is               
currently enrolled, e.g. a student currently in Year 6 will register their            
project as Year 6 if submitted online on or before 31 December 2017             
and as Year 7 if submitted online on or after 1st January 2018.  
 

Ideas on the Drawing Board 

➢ To stagger the due date of the Models and Innovation entries and the             
Scientific Investigation entries to help streamline the online registration         
system. We are intending to push the Scientific Investigation entry          
deadline and the associated judging period back one week. 

 
➢ To change the age levels to match NSW Stage levels. It is our intention 

to have these new age levels for 2018: 
 
Years K-2 
Years 3-4 
Years 5-6 
Years 7-8 
Years 9-10 
Years 11-12 
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